We report the discovery of twelve faint Herbig-Haro (HH) objects in LDN 673 found using a novel color-composite imaging method that reveals faint Hα emission in complex environments. Follow-up observations in [S II] confirmed their classification as HH objects. Potential driving sources are identified from the Spitzer c2d Legacy Program catalog and other infrared observations. The twelve new HH objects can be divided into three groups: Four are likely associated with a cluster of eight YSO class I/II IR sources that lie between them; five are colinear with the T Tauri multiple star system AS 353, and are likely driven by the same source as HH 32 and HH 332; three are bisected by a very red source that coincides with an infrared dark cloud. We also provide updated coordinates for the three components of HH 332. Inaccurate numbers were given for this object in the discovery paper. The discovery of HH objects and associated driving sources in this region provides new evidence for star formation in the Aquila clouds, implying a much larger T Tauri population in a seldom-studied region.
INTRODUCTION
Supersonic outflows from young stellar objects (YSOs) are often associated with Herbig-Haro (HH) objects. HH objects are produced by shocks from the collision of an outflow with material in the interstellar medium, or with previously ejected outflows, producing collisionally excited forbidden lines. In the optical, they can be readily identified by their Hα and [S II] line emission, non-stellar appearance, and nearly colinear alignment (Bally & Reipurth 2001) . Only a small amount of mass (1 to 20 M ⊕ ) is entrained in the outflows which form HH objects. A broad variety of morpholgies are observed, from regular series of bow shocks to amorphous clusters of small knots. Similar to other ionized gas structures, such as HII regions and planetary nebulae, the temperatures of HH objects range from 8000 to 12,000K with electron densities of 10 2 to 10 3 cm −3 (Bacciotti & Eislöffel 1999) . Despite their distinctive emission and morphological characteristics, HH objects can be difficult to find in the dense, complex environments in which YSOs form. However, their identification is important in order to understand the evolutionary state and age of a young star-forming region. Because the driving outflows which form HH objects arise in the first few hundred thousand years of a young star's lifetime, HH objects are markers for active, ongoing star formation. For example, the rich abundance of HH objects in the NGC 1333 molecular cloud complex points to a microburst of coeval star formation in that region (Bally et al. 1996) . More embedded regions may host even larger populations of HH objects; however, obscuration may preclude straightforward characterization of complete samples.
In this paper we report on the discovery of twelve HH objects in the region of LDN 673. This region contains highly fractured molecular cloud material and hosts the young T Tauri star multiple AS 353 (White et al. 2002; Tokunaga et al. 2004 ). The LDN 673 cloud demarcates the high Galactic longitude terminus of the Aquila Rift (or "SerpensAquila Rift") which stretches from roughly l = 30 deg to 50 deg. The low galactic longitude end of the Rift contains the relatively well-studied starforming regions W40, Serpens South molecular cloud, Serpens Cloud, and MWC 297. Gutermuth et al. (2008) identified dozens of protostars in the Aquila-Serpens region as part of the Spitzer Gould's Belt survey. Bontemps et al. (2010) and Könyves et al. (2010) studied hundreds of protostars and starless cores in a similar area of the Aquila rift cloud using Herschel observations made at 70µm to 500µm. In contrast, the rest of the Aquila Rift region (including LDN 673) is notable for the small number of young stars with definitive identifications (e.g., Prato et al. 2008) compared to the abundant raw material apparently available for the star formation process (Dame et al. 1987 ). This dearth of young stars could simply be the result of the fact that surprisingly little research has been carried out in Aquila, particularly given that the region is relatively nearby. The distance to the Aquila Rift clouds in general-and LDN 673 in particular-is somewhat uncertain, though most estimates indicate d < 300 pc (Prato et al. 2008) . For this study we adopt a distance to LDN 673 of 200 ± 30 pc, as in Rice et al. (2006) . That the Serpens-Aquila region appears to be undergoing vigorous star formation is suggestive of the possibility that extremely young populations of protostars may be taking shape within the dense, cold gas of the giant molecular clouds elsewhere in the Aquila Rift. In §2 we describe our observations. In §3 we detail our source identification process. §4 describes some of the specific sources detected. We provide a brief conclusion in §5. The data were reduced with the IRAF package MSCRED in the standard manner. The world coordinate system (WCS) was determined via stars from the USNO-B1.0 catalog (Monet et al. 2003 ) with a global solution RMS of better than 0. 4 in all cases. This is assumed as the accuracy for all measured positions. All of the images were projected onto a common WCS to correct for geometric distortion. To better see faint HH objects, the data were registered using the common WCS and then combined to form a color-composite image with the methodology described in Rector et al. (2007) . Specifically, in the color images, the broadband filters BV I were assigned the colors blue, green, and orange respectively; Hα was assigned to red. An advantage of searching for HH objects in this manner is that the red Hα emission is distinct and readily visible in contrast to the other colors. Further, the broadband filters reveal the relative amount of obscuration from dust and gas. Thus, faint outflows can be found more easily in the complex environments typical of star-forming regions. The [S II] observations were not used in the color-composite image but were obtained later for confirmation.
All of the HH objects were visible in the Hα and [S II] filters, but were not detected in the broadband I filter. Thus we are confident they are sources of line emission only. The objects were named in order of increasing right ascension within each grouping. Their coordinates are given in Table 1 . The given positions correspond to the brightest knot in each object. Because the sources are extended, the positions are only given to an accuracy of 1".
INFRARED SOURCE IDENTIFICATION
HH objects are usually associated with YSOs that are faint or invisible at optical wavelengths, given their obscuration by natal dust clouds, but bright in the infrared as the result of warm dust in a circumstellar disk and/or envelope. WISE and 2MASS images of the LDN 673 region reveal a number of very red sources, many of which are near or coincident with the HH objects discovered in the MOSAIC images. The northern part of the LDN 673 clouds was also included in the Spitzer Space Telescope (Werner et al. 2004 ) Cores-to-Disks (c2d) Legacy Program (Evans et al. 2003 (Evans et al. , 2009 ), which included images and source extractions from both the IRAC and MIPS instruments (Fazio et al. 2004; Rieke et al. 2004 ). These Spitzer data were then combined with 2MASS source magnitudes to produce a full IR spectral energy distribution (SED) for each source from 1 to 70 µm. Using the Infrared Science Archive (IRSA) 1 we identified a number of candidate YSOs from c2d source catalogs that might be driving the various clusters of HH objects. The candidate sources are listed in Table 2 . We only searched for sources near the HH objects in question, therefore this is not a complete sample of YSOs in the LDN 673 cloud.
YSOs are often identified using the slope of the SED between 2-20 µm (α IR ). The IR slope has already been calculated for the c2d sources and is included in the catalog along with an "object type" based on both α IR and other criteria (Evans et al. 2009 ). We include both the IR slope and object type for the c2d sources in Table 2 as well as the YSO class based on the customary slope ranges (Lada 1987; Andre et al. 1993 ):
Class II: −1.5 < α IR < 0 (Optically revealed T Tauri type star)
Class III: α IR < −1.5 (Pre-Main sequence star with remnant dust disk)
Given the sophisticated nature of the filtering and identification algorithms (Evans et al. 2009 ), the c2d object type should be a much more accurate reflection of the true nature of the source than the α ir -derived YSO class. Objects identified as "star+dust(BAND)" have SEDs that are consistent with a reddened, main-sequence photosphere combined with strong infrared excess emission (> 3σ) from BAND longwards. These SEDs would be typical of young stars with actively accreting circumstellar disks (e.g., Class I or II). "Red" objects have a very high MIPS-to-IRAC flux ratio, indicating an SED dominated by warm dust, typical of embedded Class 0/I objects. Other candidate YSOs ("YSOc") are identified by their location on the CMD in a region where the source is least likely to be a background galaxy. Individual sources associated with the HH objects are discussed in further detail below. In all of the figures North is up and East is to the left.
INDIVIDUAL SOURCES

HH 1183-1186
The color-composite image for this region is shown in Figure 1 . The Hα and [S II] narrowband images are shown in Figure 2 . The optical morphologies of these sources do not suggest an obvious direction to a progenitor. However, the color optical image does suggest that the gas between HH objects is illuminated by embedded sources. The 2MASS, WISE, and Spitzer IRAC/MIPS images (Figure 3 ) all reveal a small cluster of very red IR sources in between the HH objects. A total of eight candidate Class I and II YSOs are identified in the c2d catalog (Table 2 and Figure 4) . HH 1183-1186 IRS2 and/or HH 1183-1186 IRS4 may be driving all four HH objects as they bisect both of the HH 1183/1185 and HH 1184/1186 pairs.
HH 1187-1191
HH 1187-1191 are quite faint objects and their optical morphologies do not indicate a direction to their origin. However the locations of these sources are colinear with HH 32 and HH 332, suggesting they all have the same progenitor. The color-composite and narrowband images for the eastern outflow are shown in Figures 5 and 6 . The Table 3. HH 32 and 332 are associated with the known young stars AS 353 A and B (for a review see Prato et al. 2008) . If HH 1187-1191 are extensions of the HH 32 and 332 flows, then they are likely also associated with AS 353. AS353 A and B were both detected in the c2d survey, as well as a fainter source to the east we have labeled AS 353 C ( Figure  7 ). Both AS353 A and B are identified as "star+dust" objects in the c2d catalog, which is consistent with previous spectroscopic work identifying them as T Tauri stars (Prato et al. 2008) . Though HH 32 and 332 have been attributed to AS 353 A and B in the past, it is possible that AS 353 C is also a driving source.
HH 1192-1194
The optical images presented in Figures 9 and 10 show three HH objects near a dark cloud. Although there are no obvious bright, red sources in the 2MASS and WISE surveys near HH 1192-1194, there is a "red" source in the c2d catalog consistent with a deeply embedded Class 0/I source. It is not detected in 2MASS, but it is very bright in the MIPS 25 and 70 µm bands, and coincides with an infrared dark cloud (IRDC) (Figure 11 ). It bisects HH 1192 and HH 1193/1194 and is therefore a potential driver. It seems likely that this is a deeply embedded Class 0/I source which may be associated with the starless core L673-7 identified by Park et al. (2004) .
CONCLUSIONS
Our identification of twelve new HH objects provides further evidence of new and on-going star formation in the Aquila region, as HH objects are tracers of the powerful outflows common to the youngest generation of young stars. This suggests an exciting potential for the future of star formation studies in the Aquila region as these discoveries imply the existence of a larger T Tauri population than has been previously recognized. Examination of broad survey data in the region, such as 2MASS, UKIDDS, and WISE, and detailed analyses of color data may reveal more extensive young star populations. There is particular appeal to the possibility of a substantial young star population in Aquila as the region is less than 300 pc away, providing a nearby population of young stars available for unprecedentedly sensitive and detailed study in the ALMA/JWST era. 332A 19:20:26.7 +11:01:27 HH 332B 19:20:26.7 +11:01:32 HH 332C 12:20:26.9 +11:01:30 This work is based in part on observations made with the Spitzer Space Telescope, which is operated by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology under a contract with NASA. This research has made use of the NASA/ IPAC Infrared Science Archive, which is operated by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, under contract with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. We are grateful to B. Reipurth for many helpful discussions. We also wish to thank Kitt Peak National Observatory and its excellent support staff. The figures in this paper were created with the help of the ESA/ESO/NASA FITS Liberator. This paper is dedicated to the memory of Dr. Katherine Sirles.
Facilities: KPNO:Mayall, Spitzer, WISE, 2MASS, IRSA. Figure 8 . The optical (top), 2MASS (middle), and AllWISE (bottom) images of the entire HH 1187-1191 outflow. The field of view is 25. 0×9. 5. In the top frame the colors are the same as for Figure 1 . In the middle frame the J, H, K band are assigned colors of blue, green, and red respectively. And in the bottom frame, the W1, W2, and W4 bands are assigned to blue, green, and red respectively. Red circles in the middle and bottom images show the locations of the five new HH objects, which are colinear with AS353/HH 32. The angular distance between HH 1188 and HH 1191 is 15. 34 which, at our adopted distance of 200 ± 30 pc for L673 (Rice et al. 2006 ), corresponds to a projected distance of 0.9 ± 0.15 pc. The bright WISE source south of HH 1188 and 1189 is an OH/IR star most likely unrelated to the HH objects. Figure 11 . Spitzer-MIPS 24 µm image of the HH 1192-1194 region. HH object positions are shown in orange and the candidate Class 0 infrared source circled in green. Note the surrounding infrared dark cloud.
